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Paper crafts during lockdown.
See page 9 for Larissa’s story.
Read our lockdown tales throughout.
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Lockdown briefs
Helping out
By Helen Wildin

Kerry, my boss, rang me up and asked me if I could help
packing stuff for the foodbank and I said yes. So I did some
bagging of sugar and one container full too. And lots of tea
bags. I did nine boxes of them. Adrian came and delivered
and collected it too. I did this in Waikanae.

What I did in lockdown
By Leann Irwin

I am 61 and live alone. I love knitting and started knitting
dishcloths to sell to family and friends. I am looking for an
outlet that can sell them
on my behalf as the shop
I was making them for has
closed. I was unable to go
anywhere over the lockdown
and have knitted 50, which
gave me something to do. I
knit some in two colours and
some plain. I also did lots of
reading, played tri-ominos
and wrote stories.
With my knitting
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My lockdown story
By Teresa Culloty

I live in Hastings. During lockdown, my key support worker
rang me every day and I really looked forward to these phone
calls. We talked about all sorts of things. I kept myself busy
with hand sewing cushions and dolls clothes, baking, making
cards and knitting.
I had my birthday with my brother and I wasn’t able to have
friends come because of lockdown. We had pavlova. I had a
lovely “Frozen” costume dress to wear for my party, but I will
wear it next year. Last year I wore a “Queen of Hearts” dress.
My brother also had a birthday and we had a cake.
I couldn’t wait for things to get back to normal!

Keeping in touch
By Niko Androutsos

During lockdown we found different
ways to keep in touch with our friends!
I used my large print keyboard to write
emails to old support staff, friends and
family. Everyone really enjoyed hearing
from me and I received lots of nice
replies. Now that we are out of level 4,
I am still using my keyboard to keep in Niko writing emails with his
large print keyboard
touch with everyone! It’s a great way
for me to nurture my friendships and
social connections.
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Donated activities for lockdown
By Kim Archer (Support worker)

Here in Taranaki, we received
donations of activities, for the
people we support to help
them pass some of their time
during the lockdown, after I
put up a post on Facebook.
There were 14 donors from
Rahotū to New Plymouth. They
donated jigsaws, colouring
books, board games and craft
items. Donated items were left
by people’s mailboxes for our
team to collect and sort out
into individual bags suited to
the people we support.
We would like to thank all the
donors for their generosity.

Asking for donations on Facebook
Left: Some donations we received
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My sunflower days
By Greta Pattison

I wanted to share some photos of my favourite flowers. Before we
went into lockdown, I had planted seeds and watched them grow –
into lots of baby sunflowers!! I then planted them around the front of
my home and watched them again grow into tall strong, beautiful,
bright, yellow SUNFLOWERS.
We just got some pictures of them the week before we all had to go
into lockdown so I was happy as I went to stay with my Mum and
Dad. By the time I came back home it was time to take them out
and for me to start looking towards next year when I start growing
them again!
Happy Sunflower Days everyone and thanks for enjoying my pics!

My sunflowers
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Purity
By Greta Pattison

I wake up, I don’t know where I am; I feel in a different space
Everywhere I look it is wondrous
Like I have woken into a dream world
As when I decide to go for a walk I see and feel the world has
changed around me
I see no rubbish lying around out here
No cars driving
If I see a person they don’t come near but wave and
acknowledge me from across the way – more friendly than
before – no-one waved to me before the world changed
I can breathe better and see above me further
I think I have been in a cocoon, swaddled, for some time and in
that time my Outside world has changed
I hope not too many cars come back
Or too much smoke again takes away my beautiful night sky
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Papercrafting during
lockdown
By Emily Hill

During the lockdown, the Heretaunga
Women’s Centre ran their classes (yoga,
poetry, personal growth, etc) via Zoom. I kept
myself busy by doing the papercrafts course
every Wednesday. I enjoyed the classes so
much that I’ve signed up for Vicky-Lee’s
Monday afternoon classes too. You can see
more of Vicky-Lee’s work on her Facebook
page, https://www.facebook.com/CreativeSprites-178130942230424
With my paper crafts

And here are some samples of my work.
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Lockdown paper crafts
By Larissa Parsons

Over the lockdown I was not able to go to the
Heretaunga Women’s Centre for papercrafts. Maggie,
my support worker, and I zoomed into the group
instead. It is still being done on Zoom. Each week
we make two things. One day Maggie and I had
paper crafts. Maggie came over to mine and we both
worked together on Zoom. We had some really good
laughs as well. We had made a card and an alien
bookmark looking
thing. Maggie
was missing
her mouth and
we both had
a laugh as me
and Maggie were
looking high and low
around our table area
for her mouth but we
couldn’t find it. Maggie
said, it’s alright – her
husband Tom would
say something like
“she doesn’t need a
mouth”!

My paper crafts
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Levin lockdown
By Rebecca Jamieson (support worker)

In Levin we created a group chat and this was fun way to keep
in touch with some of the people we support. We set up little
activities: for example, when you go for walk take 5 pictures of
flowers. We would take pictures of our meals. We even had a laugh
with TikTok videos. It was definitely a great way to stay in touch!

Pictures of flowers, our meals, activities and Zac
baking all shared with our Levin group chat
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Fun at home
By Deena Rigby

I wanted to share a few things that I got up
to during lockdown with my Mum and Dad
and cat, Huffa.
Every morning after breakfast I would go out
and pick all the feijoas up from the green
grass and then leave them for neighbours, at
the front of our gate so they could pick them
up and for others who may be passing by.

On my bike!

I love my bike and enjoyed biking around the
neighbourhood with my Mum in our own little bubble.
It was safer on the road for us bikers than usual and it was fun as
I was missing my usual swimming and fitness routine which is a
passion of mine.
I’ve put in a pic of my awesome cake that Mum made for me in
Yahoo! I really enjoyed my
Lockdown as it was my birthday!
day and had a zoom meeting with Christine
from DRC, my sister and nephews, other family
members and friends all wishing me a happy
birthday. We decided that when we were all
back out in the community and restaurants are
back open we were going to have dinner at my
favourite restaurant to celebrate.

My lovely birthday cake

I kept busy every day so, though I missed DRC
and my flat and friends, I had fun with my Mum
and Dad. And Huffa.
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Shepherd’s pie and code crackers
By Mary Booth

Today I made shepherd’s pie with the help
of my support worker Alva. It was my first
time making it and I’m going to have some
for dinner tonight. I’m hoping to do more
cooking during support as I quite enjoy it.
While I’m waiting for my shepherd’s pie to
cool down I am doing some code
crackers that were sent to
me during lockdown.
Above: Doing code crackers
Below: Making the pie

Funny faces
Joan Robertshawe (Support worker)

Kerry McFarlane and I enjoyed video chat
support. Kerry embraced this early on with
her network group called Fantails. Then
Kerry educated me on how to add cartoon
additions to our faces and we had a lot of
fun with this feature.
Kerry and Joan’s funny faces!
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Ten pin bowling
By Brendan Potgieter

I started ten pin bowling in October 2015. Last year, I won the Ten
Pin Bowling Masters. My first tournament title came with a gold
medal and a trophy. I look forward to reclaiming my title in 2020!
During the lockdown, I worried that my performance would drop. So
I kept up my game by playing ten pin bowling on Wii Sports.
At the end of May 2020, league games resumed. My skills were put
to the test. I need not have worried. A week later, on Wednesday,
27 May 2020, I bowled my highest game – a 219 game. This is my
highest score since coming out of lockdown. I’m very happy with it.

Brendan’s highest score
after the lockdown
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‘Chef Paul got no taste buds’
By Paul Holmes

I volunteer at a soup and games night once a month in the friendly
Cafe Neo. Crazy volunteers and people from the Free Store come
along, and the cafe owner and I decide what is in the magic pot to
feed them. St. Patrick’s soup is one of my favourites and one of the
first concoctions I created. If you see me around you can ask me for
a recipe.
Even though I love food I can’t actually taste it. I like food by its
colour and presentation, so I get the cafe owner to test the food
I make. Check out the April 2020 edition of the Capital Magazine
where there is an article about me!
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Good taste
By Victoria Whisker
Paul Homes lacks a sense of taste, but still loves food. When he was
five years old a neurosurgery error left him with ageusia − he lost the
taste function on his tongue. This and other disabilities have made it
difficult for him to achieve his dream of becoming a chef. It doesn’t
keep him out of the kitchen, though.
Paul and Neo Cafe owner Luke Crawford run a Soup and Games Night
for the Free Store – a local charity based nearby that gives good-quality
surplus goods to anyone in need on weekday evenings. Once a month
the volunteers and the recipients are invited to eat together. Paul does
the cooking while Luke, a professional chef, provides the location and
helps out as Paul’s mentor and taste-tester.
Luke has given him an opportunity to learn. ‘Luke doesn’t treat me like
a disabled person’ says Paul. Making the food from start to finish and
seeing people enjoying his cooking maintains Paul’s interest in food.
His dream is to open a restaurant with Braille and sign language on the
menus.
Paul is active in the disabled community. He advocates for employers
to hire people with disabilities at the Human Rights for the Disabled
conferences, held once a month. In addition he represented New
Zealand in basketball as a Special Olympics athlete in 1991.
‘People like me can do anything,’ he says.

Reprinted with kind permission of Capital Magazine, www.capitalmag.co.nz
Note: The Free Store is the world’s first retail food waste redistributor which
freely redistributes quality, fresh surplus food from Wellington’s cafés. It’s a
diverse community that provides an inclusive, welcoming space for everyone.
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Wellington Round the Bays 2020
By the Dream Catcher Network

On Sunday 16 February 2020 Regan, Stella, Jevan, John and Parth
from the Dream Catcher Network attended Wellington Round the
Bays fun run/walk. They were joined by Mandy from the Fantail
Network and Alan.

Right: The
team before
starting; 3km
down!; With
the Storm
Troopers; With
the drummers
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We walked 6.5 kilometres,
enjoying Wellington’s beautiful
waterfront, and the bands,
dancers and drummers along
the way. More than 13,000
people participated in this
event.
When we finished the walk,
we had lunch from a selection
of food trucks and relaxed
on some beanbags. We then
caught the bus and train back
home.
Some of our members’
highlights were:
• Regan: Meeting different
people
• Parth: Being encouraged
to walk the distance
• Jevan: The hot chips
at the end, eating on the
beanbags.

Top: Friends enjoying the
walk together; 5km down
(high 5’s all round)! We
made it (team photo at the
end)! Enjoying lunch on the
beanbags
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Friends who craft together, stay together
By Shona Green

I live in Hastings and I met my great friend, Elaine Corby, in primary
school. We’ve been friends ever since! We even worked together at
Soma clothing manufacturers. These days, we chat on the phone
and catch up for lunch every Thursday.
We have a lot in common, including a passion for crafting. Over the
summer, I kept myself occupied knitting colourful peggy squares.
Elaine stored all my squares at her home until she had enough
to make a blanket. Then she sewed them together and crocheted
around the blanket to neaten the edges.
The result of our collaboration is a beautiful, colourful blanket. I’ve
draped it on my bed and it’s perfect next to my handmade hook rug
on the floor.

That’s me on the left, getting a
helping hand from Elaine
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Our colourful blanket looks great
next to the hook rug I made

Tony makes pallet furniture
This is a photo story about Tony Butler building pallet furniture in
Whakatāne.
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My birthday
By Joanna

My name is Joanna. I have a cat named
Charlie. I like being with Community
Connections. Community Connections is
a place where people help young people
like me. We do neat things and go places.
In January, I had a birthday. I turned 52.
Woohoo! It was a Friday. I had a nice
Making a wish!
afternoon tea at Pukekura Park. Pukekura
Park is a place in New Plymouth where you
can go for walks, see trees, ponds, ducks, it is a lovely place to go.
It has a café.

From right: Me opening gifts, Richard lighting birthday candles
with Wayne looking on
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With birthday guests Julie and Isobelle at the café at Pukekura Park

At my afternoon tea at the cafe, I had Julie, Richard (my boyfriend),
Sharyn (my support person), Isobelle (Life Skills), and Wayne. I
organised my party all by myself with my phone. I had fun planning
my day.
We all had cake and drinks, and icecream, sang Happy Birthday,
had photos and presents. We all enjoyed my birthday. Some friends
went home and the rest of us went for a walk around the Park. It
was lovely.
I met up with family. My sister Helen picked me up and took me for
a drink of wine that afternoon. I had a really special day.
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Kapiti Kiwis
By Brian Sullivan (Kapiti Neighbourhood Connections Facilitator)

The Kapiti Kiwis are the latest in a growing group of networks that
have formed under the Neighbourhood Connections banner.

New banner (L to R): Susan, Gabrielle, Helen, Rachel, Trish (obscured),
Matt, Donald, Brian

Zooming to Oz (L to R): Trish, Helen, Gabrielle, Susan, Brian, Rachel, Michelle
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Here are some snaps of them having a games day in their new club
rooms in June. These games include myth-busters, chess and giant
jenga. People have been very keen to get back together as the
alert levels have lifted. As they get to know each other they have
discovered their skills include construction, music, artistry, quizzing,
creative writing and public speaking.
I specialised in making slushy iceblocks.

Helen

Donald and Gabrielle

Rachel

Paul and Cayden
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Kerry and Mandy’s celebrations
By Joan Robertshawe (Support worker)

Kerry and Mandy celebrated their
birthdays belatedly last week by
organising and hosting a joint party for
members of three Network Groups in
the Hutt Valley. It was a
dress-up theme related
to the first letter of
people’s names. They
all contributed food
and enjoyed karaoke
singing, dancing and
catching
up in
person
with
friends
and staff.
Top, inset:
Team leader
Engeli in
furry hat
with Theo;
Kerry’s in
the yellow
jumpsuit,
Mandy’s a
Minion, also in yellow, and Joan is in the
middle ; bottom: Stella in black & white
scarf with Kerry; Network Facilitator
Tash on right with Mandy, Jenni in red and Kerry
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Support Evaluation Feedback
February 2020

We were given a lot of great
Responses by area
feedback from everyone in the
February 2020 support evaluation.
79 people sent their forms back,
which is about a fifth of all of the
people Community Connections
supports. Thank you very much to
everyone who sent these back —
they really help us to see how well
our support is working for you. The
chart below shows how many forms
we got back from each area. The
Wider Wellington (the black part)
and Hutt Valley (the orange part)
areas both sent the most responses
with Hawke’s Bay (blue) coming second. Well done to Wellington
and the Hutt!
The feedback that you gave us was mostly very good. The
graphs below show how people feel about their goals, the way
their support works, and their overall happiness with Community
Connection’s support.
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Achievable goals

Goal progress

Most people said that they almost
always (in blue) or usually (in yellow)
feel like their goals are planned in an
achievable way.
Most people said that they almost
always (in blue) or usually (in yellow)
feel like they are making progress on
their goals. However, if you do not feel
that your goals/dreams are being met
please contact your coordinator or
team leader, as we really do want them
to come true.
Most people said that they almost
always (in blue) or usually (in yellow)
feel like their support is planned in a
flexible way.

Flexible support

Most people said that they almost
always (in blue) or usually (yellow) feel
like their
support
Support at planned time
was
delivered
at the
planned
time.
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Informed of changes

Overall satisfaction

Most people said that they are almost always (in blue) or usually (in
yellow) informed of any changes in their support.
Most people said that they are almost always (in blue) or usually
(in yellow) satisfied with the support that they received from
Community Connections overall!
32 people gave us extra comments at the bottom of their forms.
Most of these (nearly 66%) were very positive, with comments
being happy with their support worker/team. Other comments
included making progress with goals, and enjoying activities.
We still need to improve on communication. This will be passed
onto coordinators to discuss with their teams, and we hope that we
can improve this over the coming months.
The next support evaluation forms will be sent out in August 2020.
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The Fantails - Upper Hutt
FUNDRAISER
Support the Fantails & enjoy this yummy honey!
The Fantails- Upper Hutt is a community based group,
formed by members with diverse abilities.
By purchasing this honey, your contribution is going
towards our projects and activities to build a better
and more inclusive community for everyone!

Why Honey?
Honey has a lower glycemic index than refined sugar
and is a natural replacement for use in cooking, baking, and
drinking. It has longevity, is full of antioxidants and is delicious!

Your Honey:

Branded in Fantails colours with a beautifully designed
label, it will not only be the best looking honey on the
market but is also:

Healthy

Ethical

100% NZ Natural

Tasty

Sustainable

Environmentally friendly

Please order directly with your Fantails member, complete the
order sheet, or find us on Facebook!
This honey is sold in partnership with The Honey Fund, started
by two fathers with a passion to help schools, clubs and charities
fundraise with a healthier and more ethical product – 100% New
Zealand honey.
You make a difference, we make it easy.
Dominic Barrington Prowse, E: dom@thehoneyfund.co.nz
M: 022 097 7271 W: thehoneyfund.co.nz
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